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Abstract—It is difficult for e-learners to make decision on how to learn when they are 

facing with large amount of learning resources, especially when they need to balance available 

limited learning time and multiple learning objectives in various learning scenarios. This paper 

attempts to address this challenge by proposing a new multi-constraint learning path 

recommendation algorithm based on knowledge map. The main contributions of the paper are 

as follows. Firstly, two hypotheses on the e-learners’ need of different learning paths for four 

different learning scenarios (initial learning, usual review, pre-exam learning and pre-exam 

review) are verified through questionnaire-based statistical analysis. Secondly, according to 

learning behavior characteristics of four types of the learning scenarios, seven kinds of learning 

path constraint factors are proposed to determine different kinds of learning paths, such as 

shortest learning path, critical learning path and easy learning path. Thirdly, the proposed multi-

constraint learning path recommendation algorithm based on the knowledge map is 

implemented and it combines the domain knowledge structure and cognitive structure of the 

learners to meet their need on different learning paths for the different learning scenarios. 

Finally, the results calculated from questionnaires verifies the statistical similarity between the 

learners’ self-organized learning path and the recommended learning path. 

Keywords—E-learning; Knowledge map; Learning scenario; Learning path recommendation 

1 Introduction 

Constructing a learning path is a well researched topic in personalized recommendation 

[1]. In SCORM [2], a learning path represents a sequence of learning activities. Selecting proper 

learning objects (LOs) to compose a suitable learning path for e-learners is a complex task 

[3][4], especially considering available limited learning time and multiple learning objectives 

in various learning scenarios. For example, with the rapid development of mobile learning (m-
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learning), M-learning is characterized  both by fragmented learning time and fragmented 

learning resources for e-learners, which influences various learning paths for different learning 

scenarios in a learning procedure. This brings new challenges for learning path 

recommendation.  

It is necessary to consider the diverse needs of e-learners in different learning scenarios. 

In the existing studies on scenario based-learning (SBL) Error! Reference source not found. 

Error! Reference source not found. and goal based scenario (GBS) [7], the main focus is on 

influence of scenario on users. However, this research strand lacks the consideration of the 

learner’s different learning path preferences in different learning scenarios. According to the 

related research[8-11], we have realized that a learner has his own preferred learning path for a 

specific learning scenario. Correspondingly, many learners in the same learning scenarios may 

share one or two common kinds of learning paths, as can be seen in  experiment results 

presented in Section 4. 

There is a tendency that e-learners use time fragments to learn. For example, based on the 

analysis of 12600 students’ learning log of 40 courses from the Distance Learning College 

(DLC) of our school, the results show that more than 80% of learning durations that each person 

studies continuously, is less than 3 minutes. Therefore, it is necessary to provide an appropriate 

learning path that directs e-learner’s focuses on the interested knowledge units (also  called  

knowledge elements) within limited time constraints. 

 The organization of learning resources also directly affects the learning path 

recommendation, while the learning time fragments put forward a need that a recommended 

learning path should better be composed of many fine-grained learning resources. Most 

research on learning resource recommendation methods have ignored the inherent dependency 

between human cognitive characteristics and knowledge units. Although a few of them have 

considered the inherent dependency, however they have neglected other key factors such as 

different scenarios, fine-grained learning resources and limited time. 

To address these problems our paper presents a new multi-constraint learning path 

recommendation algorithm to meet the diverse needs of learners in different learning scenarios. 

The main contributions of this paper are as follow. 

(1) Our paper presents four basic learning scenarios (initial learning, usual review, pre-

exam learning and pre-exam review) and provides two hypotheses (Hypothesis I: a learner has 

different learning path requirements in different learning scenarios. Hypothesis II: different 

learners have similar learning path requirements in a same learning scenario). Note that a 

learning scenario here refers to a given type  of learning situation which is closely related to 
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one user's learning process. After design distribution and collection of the questionnaires, we 

obtain the learners’ self-organized learning paths in different scenarios and the learners’ rating 

for the recommended learning paths. The analysis of the results based on the collected 

questionnaires proves these two hypotheses. 

(2) To meet the learners’ diverse needs in different learning scenarios in fragmented 

learning time, eight different learning paths are presented, including  complemented learning 

path, shortest learning path,  shortest-duration learning path, critical learning path,  easy 

learning path,  complete learning path,  more-hotspot learning path and the quick learning 

path. The constraint factors of different types of paths are presented and included in the 

proposed multi-constraint learning path recommendation model to adjust adaptively. 

(3) We propose a multi-constrained learning path recommendation algorithm based on  

knowledge map[12], as well as other key information including the learning logs and the 

features of learners’ behaviors and learning resources, such as learning duration, learning 

frequency, learning interval, attention degree and learning centrality of knowledge unit(KU). 

The feature of learning centrality of KU is based on our team’s previous research [13], in which 

the inheritance and development of knowledge is seen as the stochastic dynamic migration 

process of the semantic information in Knowledge Map.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents relevant research on the 

learning path recommendation. Section 3 provides definitions of knowledge units, knowledge 

map and learning path. Section 4 describes multi-constraint model of learning path and the 

implemented multi-constraint learning path recommendation algorithm. Section 5 presents 

experimental result and analysis. Assembly Language course is used as an example. 

Questionnaire and subjective evaluation are used for verifying hypothesis mentioned above and 

for the effectiveness of the recommended learning paths for different learning scenarios. 

2 Related Work  

The existing representative research on learning path recommendation can be divided into 

three categories, based on learner characteristics, semantics and cognitive relations between 

knowledge units. 

2.1 Learning path recommendation based on learner characteristics 

Learning path recommendation based on learner characteristics generates learning path by 

analyzing characteristics of the learning behavior observed during learning process. Fan [1] 

proposed a learning path model that allows learning activities and the assessment criteria of 
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their learning outcomes to be explicitly formulated by the Bloom’s Taxonomy. Chun-Hsiung 

Lee and Gwo-Guang Lee [14] adopted scaffolding theory [15] and proposed  scaffolding 

learning path algorithm, which digs the learning path of outstanding students to establish a 

learning navigation path. Xiao Huimin [16] proposed a recommendation method based on 

particle swarm optimization algorithm. In the proposed method, each learner is considered as a 

particle to make a personalized learning path optimization. Yan Cheng [17] proposed a learning 

path recommendation method based on swarm intelligence. The learning path is selected based 

on the pheromone contribution from the adjacent user. Berg [18] argued that if a learning path 

is used frequently, then there is a high probability that learner will use this path to learn again. 

Chun [19] presented a fusion of personalized learning and game based learning. They 

developed a personalized innovative learning system based on decision tree to provide 

personalized learning path for learners. Basu [20] presented a user model based system which 

takes into account a member of parameters such as learner's preference, previous performance, 

requirement of credit points, and availability of time to recommend a learning path. 

Bendahmane [21] presented a competence based approach (CBA) based on learning data, 

learner's characteristics and their expectations. In this approach, learners were clustered and 

traced, and finally proper learning paths were presented. Salehi [22] introduced  learner 

preference tree (LPT) in which the multidimensional attributes of material, rating of learners, 

ordered and sequential patterns of the learner’s accessed material were put together into 

consideration. The model uses mixed, weighted, and cascade hybrid methods to form the final 

recommended learning paths. 

The above learner-based methods mainly recommend learning paths from the learner's 

point of view. They are based on the parameters such as a learner's preference, his/her previous 

performance, learning targets, and learning abilities etc. There is a tendency that e-learners 

often use time fragments to learn and it led to their fragmented and inconsecutive learning 

behaviour . However this increases the difficulty of mastering the knowledge. So a consecutive 

learning path is preferred if the continuity of the knowledge elements is considered. The learner-

based modeling methods have partly been taken into account the order of the knowledge 

elements in the learning process, yet it is impossible to ensure that the knowledge units are 

provided continuously systematically. 

2.2 Learning path recommendation based on semantic relations 

Learning path recommendation is essentially different from the general merchandise 

recommendation and the movie recommendation. The key factors that affect the results of 

commercial product recommendation mainly depend on the user's evaluation, rating, browsing, 
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or collection which has limited relationship with the user's understanding and cognition. On the 

other hand, the massive educational resources have some inherent semantic structure 

characteristics, which determines that the knowledge elements have logical sequences [12].  

According to the theory of connectivism, learning is a process of constantly connecting 

knowledge nodes or resources. The internal relationship between knowledge elements has an 

important role in learning process [23].  

Kuo-Kuan Chu [24] et al proposed a learning path generation algorithm based on ontology. 

In this method, the ontology base is established based on the relationships between knowledge 

elements, and then a learning path is recommended according to the relationship between them 

in the ontology. Massimo [25] proposed a method based on Bayesian network to generate 

learning path. They used the concept of the domain ontology to map the learning path 

recommendation to a sort of constraint satisfaction problem. Chih-Ming Chen [26] 

recommended learning paths focusing on difficulty of learning materials and learning ability. 

And their proposed approach is based on item response theory. Yang [27] adopted a self-

organized rule to organize learning contents as a multi-faceted semantic link network, and then 

they used the inference engine to generate the recommendation for the learning path which 

matches the user's learning style.  

The key underpinning concepts of the above methods are to perform the semantic analysis 

to form a concept map among knowledge units. The advantage of the recommendation methods 

based on concept map is that they consider the inherent relation between knowledge units, but 

most of these methods failed to consider the learning sequence between connected knowledge 

units. Therefore, these approaches ignore the precision required for the effective 

recommendations.  

2.3 Learning path recommendation based on cognitive relations 

Most of the above learning path generation algorithms seldom consider the target 

knowledge units, and they ignore the impact of the cognitive relationship between knowledge 

units. Recent years has seen increased from industry and academia to construct resources’ 

semantic description [28] for effectively extracting structured contents from massive web data. 

The massive and heterogeneous learning resources lead to knowledge disorientation and 

cognitive overload for the learners. To overcome this difficulty, knowledge map [12] is put 

forward as a novel learning resource organization mode. In a knowledge map, knowledge units 

in a course or a subject are organized as a big graph.  

The knowledge map has been applied in knowledge management, storage, learning 
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navigation, and so on [29][30]. Ferran [31] used knowledge map to manage the learning 

contents. Ria [32] showed how to develop lifelong learning skills by creating a digital 

cooperation knowledge map. Liu [12] found the relationship between the knowledge elements 

from the text-based learning resources. A knowledge map is used to analyze the topological 

relationship. Lin JC [33] obtained the successful case of groups to make a path recommendation 

to the other learners through mining logs based on Knowledge Map. Guillaume Durand [34] 

proposed a learning path recommendation system based on graph theory, and a greedy 

algorithm is used to find local optimal solution for the shortest path. A large number of 

empirical studies in the field of cognitive science and network learning have also proved that 

the learning environment based on knowledge map is better than the text and the traditional 

learning environment[35][36]. Wan [37] paid attention to learners' emotions and proposed a 

learner oriented recommendation approach based on mixed concept mapping and immune 

algorithm (IA). He modeled the learner oriented recommendation as a constraint satisfaction 

problem (CSP) which aims to minimize the penalty function of unsatisfied indexes. Tam [38] 

considered that the course instructor’s views on the relations of the involved concepts/modules 

can be imprecise or even contradictory and then presented a new e-learning system which could 

perform an explicit semantic analysis on the course materials to extract the individual concepts. 

The results combined with the views of experts were used to form final learning paths. 

These learning path recommendation methods mentioned above are mainly based on 

knowledge map according to cognitive order. The sequences of the knowledge units have been 

well considered when the knowledge maps are formed. Thus recommended learning paths will 

meet the general needs of the learners when they are learning knowledge. Their work requires 

further improvement when considering the diversity of learning scenarios. Learners will put 

forward different requirements under different learning scenarios. An ideal recommendation 

algorithm should consider learners' learning process and learning abilities etc., and then 

provides diversified learning paths to different learning scenarios. 

However, after conducting experiment, we have found that learners have a great 

randomness when they were learning through knowledge map. In this experiment, GSP 

algorithm [39] is used to find the frequent sequential pattern of knowledge elements based on 

single learning duration. The raw data consists of 2150 log items from 156 learners and 57 

knowledge units. The mining results are  iSeq = {<#1, #2>, <#1, #8>, <#2,  #3>, <#1,  

#3>,<#1, #6>, <#2, #4>, <#2, #7>, <#6, #8>, <#8, #5>, <#3,#6,#8,#9>, <#3,#4,#6,#9>, 

<#5,#6,#8,#9>, <#1,#4,#6,#10,>…} when setting the value of support [40] as 0.1. Obviously, we 

can find that learning dependency from a previous knowledge unit to its latter knowledge unit 
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in each sequence, Seqi, is mostly missed in the learning sequence, when comparing Seqi with 

its corresponding partial paths in the context of the knowledge map as shown in Figure 1. This 

can cause a great difficulty for learners to master the knowledge, especially when they 

cognitively make newly-learned knowledge units connected to  the knowledge units they 

already mastered. To recommend appropriate learning path for learners to solve the problems 

mentioned above is one of the core research in this paper. 

 

Figure 1 Part KM of the course Assembly Language  

 Based on learner's prior knowledge and learning goals, using knowledge map as unit of 

knowledge structure description tool, this paper  proposes a multi-constraint learning path 

recommendation algorithm, which offers learning path recommendation according to the 

current learning scenarios and learning goals.  

3 Multi-constraint Learning Path Recommendation Algorithm 

In this section, firstly, we give five definitions we will use in the following sections. 

Secondly, we explain two indexes of knowledge unit which represent attention degree and the 

learning centrality of KU. Thirdly, the multi-constraint model of learning path is proposed. 

Finally, according to the model, we design and realize the multi-constraint learning path 

recommendation algorithm. 
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3.1 Related definitions 

Definition 1: Knowledge Unit (KU): KU is a complete knowledge expression that cannot 

be further divided [41]. For example, “Java constant” is a knowledge unit of the course on Java 

Programming. 

Definition 2: Target Knowledge Unit: A target Knowledge Unit is a knowledge unit that a 

leaner wants to learn in a learning process. There may be several paths from the start knowledge 

unit to the target knowledge unit. 

Definition 3: Learning Dependency: It refers to a kind of necessary dependency relation 

between knowledge units during a learning process [42]. Figure 2 shows an example of learning 

dependency between three knowledge units. 

 

Figure 2: example of learning dependency between knowledge units 

Definition 4: Knowledge Map (KM): Knowledge map is a directed graph that regards 

knowledge units as points/nodes and the relationships between knowledge units as edges. 

Knowledge map is denoted by 

( , )KM KU KE  (1)
 

in which: 

KU  is a set of all knowledge units in knowledge map, KE  is a set of all relations 

between knowledge units in a knowledge map.  

The adjacency matrix of the knowledge map KM is referred as ( )ij n nC c  ， 0 i n  .

0 j n 
.

i j C satisfies formula 2.  

1 ( , )

0 ( , )

ij i j

ij i j

c ku ku KE

c ku ku KE

 


       (2) 

iku  is a specific knowledge unit of knowledge map, which is the basic knowledge unit 

with complete expression ability. iku KU
 

Data type of Java

Variable of 

Java

Constant of 

Java
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ike is a learning dependency relation in the knowledge map, which refers to a relationship 

between pre order relation, causality and case relation, and so on. ike KE  

Definition 5 Learning path: learning path is a sequence of multiple knowledge units which 

is determined by the target knowledge unit, and denoted by { , ...,ku }i j mp ku ku , in which 

,ku ,...,i j mku ku KU .  

In knowledge map, there would be multiple learning paths from the initial knowledge unit 

to the target knowledge unit. The goal of this paper is to recommend learning path satisfying 

multiple constraints based on the learner's learning log. 

3.2 Attention degree of KU 

Taking Assembly Language course as an example, we have selected 156 learners and have 

analyzed the total learning frequency and total learning duration for 57KUs. The result is  

shown in Figure3. 

 

Figure 3 Total learning frequency and total learning duration for each KU of Assembly Language 

As presented in Figure 3, some KUs’ total learning frequency and total learning duration 

is significantly higher than other KUs. Therefore, we define attention degree as a measure of 

the learner’s interest in a KU. For a KU, its attention degree is actually the ratio between all 

learners’ average learning duration and the original duration of the KU itself. 

0*
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T
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 (3) 

isumT is the total learning duration of iku , isumF is the total learning frequency of iku  and  
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is the original duration of iku . 

3.3 Learning centrality of KU 

From the view of KUs’ semantic inheritance, some KUs play a core role in the learning 

process, and they have high semantic contribution ability to the other KUs’ in a learning process. 

So when a critical learning path recommendation is proposed, the key KUs should be taken into 

consideration. Based on our team’s previous research [13], an absorbing state Markov model 

for the semantic migration of KM is constructed, and then the KU’s learning centrality d is used 

to describe the statistical feature of the degree of the importance of KU’s.  

To calculate KU’s learning centrality, we set the current KU as iku . ijq is define as the 

probability of the semantic information migrated to its cognitive consequent jku . The KU’s 

development potential shows its degree of being semantically inherited, which is defined as the 

KU’s out-degree 
out

ie . So for iku , the larger out-degree means the more cognitive consequents, 

meanwhile, probability of each candidate cognitive consequent to be chosen is smaller. In the 

KM, 
in

ie is defined as the KU’s in-degree. The larger in-degree means the more cognitive 

antecedents, which leads to hard to learn that KU. After the calculating probability of the 

semantic migration, ijq , we obtain the absorbing state Markov model for the semantic 

migration of KM. Thereafter the KU’s learning centrality is calculated. 

3.4 Multi-constraint model of learning path 

It is imperative that not only the learners’ targets but also the learning scenarios should be 

considered during a learning process [43]. In this paper, we proposed four basic learning 

scenarios based on the time when the learner starts learning and the learning status of the target 

knowledge unit.  

a. Initial Learning: First time study of target KU in ordinary study means that the 

learners study the target KU first time, and there is an adequate time for study. 

b. Ordinary Review: Reviewing the target KU in ordinary study means that the learners’ 

ordinary review of the knowledge that they have already studied, and there is adequate 

time for reviewing. 

c. Pre-exam Learning: First time for studying the target KU just before the exam means 
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the learners study the target KU first time, and there is not much time for study. 

d. Pre-exam Review: Reviewing the target KU just before the exam means that the 

learners review those knowledge units they had already studied, and there is not much 

time for study. 

3.4.1 Requirement analysis of multi-constraint learning path 

Based on the learners’ log and the four kinds of learning scenarios presented above, we 

proposed seven kinds of scenario-oriented requirements for the learning path according to 

characteristics of learners and of knowledge map. 

1) Complemented learning path 

It is a learning path in which the learner’s goal graph contains most KUs which have not 

been effectively learned. Here the user’s goal graph means  knowledge sub-graph which is 

generated by the paths from the starting KU to the target KU. Note that, a  KU is considered 

to be learned effectively, if and only if its total learning duration is more than 80% of the its 

original duration. 

2) Shortest learning path 

The learning path in which the learner’s goal graph contains the least number of KUs. 

3) The shortest duration learning path 

The learning path in which the learner’s goal graph contains the shortest total duration of 

KUs. 

4) Critical learning path 

The learning path in which learner’s goal graph contains maximum learning centrality of 

KUs. The learning centrality is one attributive character of the knowledge unit, and it is used to 

measure the importance of a KU in the whole knowledge map of a course. 

5) Easy learning path 

The learning path in which the learner’s goal graph contains the KUs of highest learning 

frequency. The more learning frequency of a KU, the more learner is familiar with the KU. 

Total frequency of the KUs is used as the measurement to determine whether the learning path 

is easy to learn or not. 

6) Complete learning path 

The learning path in which the learner goal graph has more KUs that have not been learned. 
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7) More-hotspot learning path  

The learning path in which the learner goal graph contains the KUs which have the highest 

attention degree. The attention degree of KU is another learner’s related features, which is used 

to measure the learner’s interest degree of the course’s KUs. 

In these seven paths, the complemented learning path, easy learning path, complete 

learning path and more-hotspot learning path, are proposed based on the learner’s 

characteristics in learning log. The learning path with shortest duration, shortest learning path 

and critical learning path are based on the inherent attributes of the course’s knowledge map. 

3.4.2 Construction of a multi-constraint learning path recommendation model based 

on knowledge map 

According to the seven kinds of learning path requirements, formal representations of 

these learning paths’ constraints factors are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 learning paths’ constraints factors 

learning path  Constraint 

factor 

Parameters 

repair learning path 
1

1

r

r

n
f

m



 rn is the number of KUs which are not effectively 

learned in the learner goal graph.
rm is the number of 

KUs which are not effectively learned in a typical 

learning path. 

shortest learning path 

2

M

l
f

l
  

l  represents  number of KU of a learning path, which 

defines path length. 
Ml is the longest path length of the 

learner’s goal graph. 

shortest learning 

duration path  3

M

t

t

l
f

l
  

tl is the duration of a path, namely, the total video duration 

of KUs in a path.
Mt

l is the longest duration of a path in a 

learner’s goal graph. 

critical learning path 

4
Md

d

l
f

l
  

dl is the sum of KUs’ learning centrality of a path.
Mdl is 

the biggest/longest 
dl  of the path in a learner’s goal 

graph. 

easy learning path 

5
Mw

w

l
f

l
  

wl is the total learning frequency of KUs in the path.
Mwl

is the biggest 
wl  of the path in a learner goal graph. 
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complete learning 

path 6
1

u

u

n
f

m



 

un is the number of KUs which are not learned in the 

learner goal graph.
um is the number of KUs which are not 

learned in the learning path. 

more-hotspot learning 

path 7
Mh

h

l
f

l
  

hl is the sum of the KUs with more attention degree.
Mhl

is the biggest 
hl  of the path in the learner goal graph. 

To satisfy the learner’s diversity of learning scenario, the multi-constraint model of 

learning path recommendation is constructed as shown in Formula (11): 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( )f g f g f g f g f g f g f g f                 (4)
 

In Formula (11), g is a function for calculating Min-Max standardization of the seven 

learning paths’ constraint factors.  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  are the constraints for 

recommending learning paths for learners, which are the weighted coefficients of the constraint 

factors. By adjusting the weighted coefficients, we can gain different learning path in different 

constraint conditions. For example, when 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0             , the 

number of KUs which are not effectively learned in the learning path are less, and the value of 

f is smaller, and this situation is suitable for the repair learning path. Similarly remaining six 

paths can be calculated. When 0, 0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0             , the learning 

path l is shorter, the total learning frequency of the KUs in the path is bigger, and the value of f 

is smaller, and this situation is suitable for the shorter length and easier learning path, which is 

a quick learning path that satisfies two constraint factors and it is suitable for the Distance 

Learning College learners(DLC-learners). We use   to denote the constraint conditions, 

 , , , , , ,        . 

3.5 Design and realization of the multi-constraint learning path recommendation 

algorithm  

In this section, we present   design and realization of the multi-constraint learning 

path recommendation algorithm. 

3.5.1 Design of  multi-constraint learning path recommendation algorithm based on 

KM 

The architecture of the multi-constraint learning path recommendation algorithm is 
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showed in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Architecture of  multi-constraint learning path recommendation algorithm based on KM 

The description of the algorithm is as follows: 

1) Use adjacent matrix to represent a course’s KM 

The KM’s adjacent matrix shows the learning dependency between the KUs. For a directed 

KM which includes n KUs, a n n matrix ( )ij n nC c  is defined. If C satisfies the formula 

(2), we call it as the adjacent matrix of the course’s KM.  

2) Generate user’s learned graph  

According to the users’ learning log, we mark the studied knowledge units in knowledge 

map and get the user learned graph, denoted as ( , )G id t . A weight adjacent matrix is used to 

represent ( , )G id t . The weights include the learned label, the original duration of the KU 

video, the learning centrality of KU, the learning frequency of KU and the attention degree of 

KU.  

0( , ) { , ,( , , , , , )}iG id t ku ke r t d w u h       (5) 

ku represents knowledge unit in KM, ku KU ; ke represents the dependency 

relationship between ku , ke KE . r represents learned mark of ku . 1r   means ku  

has already been effectively finished, while 0r  means ku  has not been effectively 

finished. 0it is the original video duration of ku . d is the learning centrality of ku . w is the 
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learner’s learning frequency. u is the learner’s learning label of ku , 1u  means ku  has 

already been learned, while 0u  means ku has not been learned. h is the attention degree 

of ku . The generation algorithm of the user’s learned graph is shown in algorithm1. 

Algorithm 1 Generation algorithm of the user’s learned graph 

Input: the adjacent matrix of the KM ( )ij n nC c  and the learner’s learning log{ }idUserLog  

Output: user’s learned graph ( , )G id t  

1：for all iku KU do 

2：for all{ }idUserLog do 

3：r=getR();                     {label if iku  have already been effectively finished } 

4： 0it =getT();                   {get the original video duration of iku } 

5：d=calculateD();               {calculate the learning centrality of iku } 

6：w=calculateW();               {calculate the learning frequency of iku } 

7：u=getU();{ label if iku has already been learned } 

8：h=calculateH();               {calculate the KUs’ attention degree} 

9：end for 

10：end for 

11：return ( , )G id t ;             {return the user learned graph} 

3) Constructing user’s goal graph  

All paths from the start KU S to the end KU E in ( , )G id t are produced based on 

the depth-first traversal algorithm. Then we can construct the user’s goal graph

' ( , , , )G id t S E .  

Algorithm 2 Generation algorithm of the user’s goal graph 

Input: the adjacent matrix of the KM ( )ij n nC c  ，the user’s learned graph ( , )G id t ，the start KU 

S，the target KU E 

Output: all  paths between ( , )S E  

1：pathf(s,e){                  {define function} 
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2：if s == e then 

3：return path;         {if start node and end node are the same, then return the path} 

4：else if s connect to e         {if there is directly connected edge between the two nodes} 

5：if andmark == 1 then{if the relationship  between two nodes is AND relationship} 

6：return;             {Back to the other side of the AND relationship.} 

7： else 

8：pathf (v, v);          {recursively call the function pathf} 

9：end if 

10：else                     {if there is no connection between the two nodes} 

11：for all w connect to s do 

    12：pathf (w,e);  { if there is no direct connected edge between the two nodes，then find the paths of 

nodes w and e, which are adjacent to nodes} 

13：end for 

14：end if 

15：} 

16：return all path              {return all paths between (s, e)} 

4) Generating constraint learning path 

According to the constrained condition  , , , , , ,         and the multi-

constraint model in formula (10), all values f of all the learning paths in the user’s goal 

graph 
' ( , , , )G id t S E are calculated. Then we get the learning path recommendation

'( , , , )P S E G  , which satisfies all constrained conditions. The generation algorithm of 

the constrained learning path is shown in algorithm 3.  

Algorithm 3 Generation algorithm of the constrained learning path 

Input: the user’s goal graph 
' ( , , , )G id t S E ，constrained condition  , , , , , ,         

Output: the constrained learning path recommendation
'( , , , )P S E G 

 

1：for all path do 
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2：
1 ( 1)r rf n m  ;    {calculate the constraint factor of the complemented learning path } 

3：
2 Mf l l ;          {calculate the constraint factor of the shortest learning path } 

4：
3 Mt tf l l ;         { calculate the constraint factor of the shortest duration learning path } 

5：
4 Md df l l ;            { calculate the constraint factor of the critical learning path} 

6：
5 Mw wf l l ;            { calculate the constraint factor of the easy learning path} 

7：
6 ( 1)u uf n m  ;        { calculate the constraint factor of the complete learning path} 

8：
7 ( 1)

Mh hf l l  ;       { calculate the constraint factor of the more-hotspot learning path} 

9：
1 2 3 4 5 6 7( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) ;f g f g f g f g f g f g f g f               

10：end for 

11：for all path do 

12：if f = min(f) then      { path which has the smallest f is the constrained learning path } 

13：return
'( , , , )P S E G   

14：end if 

15：end for 

3.5.2 Realization of the multi-constraint learning path recommendation algorithm 

This paper is uses the KM of Assembly language course from the DLC of our school. 

Appendix A shows the original video duration, the calculation results of the attention degree 

and the learning centrality of each knowledge unit in Assembly language course. Let “binary 

operation” be the start KU S, and “pseudo-operation” be the target KU E. The learned KUs’ 

weight information in ( , )S E  of the No. 0035 learner is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 characteristic values of the learned KUs in ( , )S E  

Sequence 

number of KU 

i  

Effectively 

finished sign 

r  

original video 

duration 

0it （second） 

Learning 

centrality 

d  

Learning 

frequency 

w  

Learning label 

u  

attention 

degree 

h  

#5 1 603 2.2457 6 1 1.0963 
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#8 1 997 2.9754 11 1 1.7119 

#9 1 1298 3.4665 3 1 1.1591 

#10 0 1674 4.6880 2 1 0.9719 

#11 0 1317 1.4234 2 1 0.7323 

#14 1 619 1.5728 11 1 2.0063 

#15 1 719 1.6554 3 1 1.3100 

#19 1 1040 1.9008 4 1 1.7901 

#22 0 1251 2.4341 5 1 0.7913 

#23 1 1382 2.6987 7 1 1.0757 

According to the KM of Assembly Language and the user’s learned graph, the user’s goal 

graph can be constructed. And finally, we generated a multi-constraint learning path, which is 

shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Results of multi-constraint learning paths 

Constrained 

conditions   
Path name ),,30#,5(# ' GP  

{1,0,0,0,0,0,0}

 

Complemented 

learning path 

{binary operation, the presentation of number, the presentation of 

character, the computer system composition, external device, the 

introduction of the Debug’s usage, instruction system and 

addressing mode, data transfer instruction, arithmetical instruction, 

logic instruction, String processing instruction, control transfer 

instruction, processor control instruction, pseudo-operation1, 

pseudo-operation2} 

{0,1,0,0,0,0,0}

 

Shortest learning 

path 

{binary operation, the presentation of number, the presentation of 

character, the computer system composition, instruction system and 

addressing mode, directly addressing mode, pseudo-operation 1, 

pseudo-operation 2} 

{0,0,1,0,0,0,0}

 

Shortest learning 

duration path 

{binary operation, the presentation of number, the presentation of 

character, the computer system composition, instruction system and 

addressing mode, the addressing mode 1  of the operand in the 

RAM, the addressing mode 2 of the operand in the RAM, the 

addressing mode of the instruction jump, pseudo-operation1, 
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pseudo-operation 2} 

{0,0,0,1,0,0,0}

 
Critical learning path 

{binary operation, the presentation of number, the presentation of 

character, the computer system composition, CPU, register, valid 

address, data transfer instruction, stack and its instruction, input and 

output instruction, pseudo-operation1, pseudo-operation 2} 

{0,0,0,0,1,0,0}  Easy learning path  

{binary operation, the presentation of number, the presentation of 

character, the computer system composition, CPU, register, 

instruction system and addressing mode, data transfer instruction, 

stack and its instruction, input and output instruction, pseudo-

operation1, pseudo-operation 2} 

{0,0,0,0,0,1,0}  
Complete learning 

path 

{binary operation the presentation of number, the presentation of 

character, the computer system composition, external device, the 

introduction of the Debug’s usage, instruction system and 

addressing mode, data transfer instruction, stack and its instruction, 

input and output instruction, arithmetical instruction, logic 

instruction, String processing instruction, control transfer 

instruction, processor control instruction, pseudo-operation1, 

pseudo-operation 2} 

{0,0,0,0,0,0,1}

 
hot pot learning path 

{binary operation, the presentation of number, the presentation of 

character, the computer system composition, CPU, register, 

instruction system and addressing mode, direct addressing mode, 

register addressing mode, pseudo-operation1, pseudo-operation 2} 

{0,0.5,0,0,0.5,0,0}

 
quick learning path 

{binary operation, the presentation of number, the presentation of 

character, the computer system composition, instruction system and 

addressing mode, data transfer instruction, stack and its instruction, 

input and output instruction, pseudo-operation 1, pseudo-operation 

2} 

4 Experiment result and analysis  

This section describes our experiment, its design and results to verify the hypotheses we 

proposed. 

4.1 Design of the experiment process and questionnaire 
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  This section describes the experiment process and the questionnaires results that we used 

to  verify the hypotheses. 

4.1.1 Design of the experiment process 

An experiment process for verifying the hypotheses and the recommendation algorithm of 

learning paths is shown as Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5 Experiment process for verifying the hypotheses and the recommendation algorithm of 

learning paths  

As shown in Figure 5, firstly, using the KM and learning logs, we generate different 

recommended learning paths in various learning scenarios, which will be used in the 

questionnaire. Secondly, we design a questionnaire, in which learners’ basic information, self-

organized learning paths in different learning scenarios and subjective score of the eight 

recommended learning paths in every learning scenarios can be collected. Thirdly, we send out 

questionnaires and then collect the data. Finally, we verify the hypotheses we proposed and 

evaluate the learners’ preference of the recommended learning paths.  

4.1.2 Design of the questionnaire 

The questionnaire includes three parts. The first part is used to collect some basic 

information about the learners. The second part enables learners to give their self-organized 

learning paths from the start KU S, #5, to the target KU E, #30, in different learning scenarios, 

and the content of the second part is shown in Table 4. The third part enables the learners to 

select their subjective score of the eight recommended learning paths in every learning 

scenarios. We use five-point scale. Five points represent  very satisfied , four points means 

satisfied, three points means general, two points means unsatisfied, as well as one point means 

very unsatisfied. Table 5 presents an example of learners’ subjective scoring to the 

complemented learning path.  

The graph in Table 5 is a partial knowledge map of a course ‘Assembly Language’, whose 
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detailed information is as follows: set the start KU S as #5(the operation of binary) and target 

KU E as #30(pseudo-operation 2). A learning record from S to E is represented as {#5(2), #8(11), 

#9(3), #10(2), #11(2), #13(14), #14(11), #19(4), #22(5), #23(7)}, in which #5(2) means the KU 

ID is 5, and the learning frequency is 2. 

Table 4 Learners’ self-organized learning paths in four different scenarios 

Learning scenario autonomous learning path 

1first learn(E has not been learned)  

2 usual review(E has been learned)  

3pre-exam learn(E has not been learned)  

4pre-exam review(E has been learned)  

Table 5 Learners’ subjective scoring of the recommended learning paths in four learning scenarios 

1 the complemented learning path (which includes most unlearned 

KUs) 

#5 #6 #7 #8 #12 #13 #14 #21# 24 #25 #26 #27 #28 #29 #30 

 

first 

learn 

score 

(1-5) 

usual 

review 

score 

(1-5) 

pre-exam 

learn 

score 

(1-5) 

pre-exam 

review 

score 

(1-5) 

    

4.2 Experiment 

In this part, firstly, we analyze some basic information about 110 learners. Secondly, two 

hypotheses we proposed are verified. Then, we evaluate the learners’ preference of the 

recommended learning paths. Based on the evaluation results, we conclude the strategy of the 

recommended learning path.  
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4.2.1 Experiment description and object basic information analysis 

The experiment carried out has 110 questionnaires filled in and of which 105 

questionnaires were valid. Figure 6, 7 and 8 show some of detailed information about 110 DLC-

learners. The number of Batch in Figure 7 means DLC-learner’s admission time.  

                            

Figure 6 Learners’ gender information            Figure 7 Learners’ batch information 

 

Figure 8 Learners’ region information 

4.2.2 Hypothesis testing 

In this section, we verify the two hypothesis we proposed in the introduction section,  the 

first one  is that a learner has different learning path requirements in different learning 

scenarios and the second is that different learners have convergent learning path requirements 

in the same learning scenario. 

We use Edit Distance algorithm [43] (see  Appendix B) to calculate the similarity 

between the learners’ self-organized learning paths and the recommended eight learning paths. 

When the value of EditDistance is zero, it means that the two paths are identical, otherwise the 
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bigger the value of the EditDistance of the two paths is, the larger difference between the two 

paths is. 

For each learner, we calculate all the EditDistance between his/her four self-organized 

learning paths and the eight recommended learning paths. Table 6 shows the calculation result 

of a learner. 

Table 6 All the EditDistance between of a learner’s four self-organized learning paths and the 

eight recommended learning paths 

  

slef-organized 

learning path in 

first learn 

slef-organized 

learning path in 

usual review 

slef-organized 

learning path in 

pre-exam learn 

slef-organized 

learning path in 

pre-exam review 

complemented 

learning path 
0 5 5 5 

 shortest learning path 5 4 0 2 

shortest duration 

learning path 
5 4 2 2 

critical learning path 5 4 0 2 

easy learning path 5 0 4 4 

complete learning path 0 5 5 5 

more-hotspot learning 

path 
5 4 2 2 

quick learning path 5 4 2 0 

 Verification of Hypothesis I 

According to the result shown above, for each learner, we take one of the eight 

recommended learning paths, which has the smallest EditDistance in all of the eight paths , as 

his/her required learning path in one specific learning scenario. Here are some examples of 

learners’ requirements in different learning scenarios. In Table 7, P1 to P8 refer to the mentioned 

eight kinds of constraint learning paths 

Table 7 Example of learners’ path requirements in different learning scenarios 
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  first learn 
usual 

review 

pre-exam 

learn 

pre-exam 

review 

learner A P6 P5 P4 P4 

learner B P4 P6 P2 P8 

learner C P6 P4 P4 P7 

We proposed an indicator, diversity of paths (DoP) to represent the diversity of a learner’s 

choices of learning paths in different learning scenarios. If four paths are completely different, 

the value of DoP is 4. If and only if two in the four paths are identical, the value of DoP is 3. If 

there exist only two different paths in the four paths, the value of DoP is 2. And if all the four 

paths are identical, the value of DoP is 1. For example, in Table 6, DoP of learner A and learner 

C is 3, DoP of learner B is 4. In Formula 13, function UNIQUE() is used to find the distinct 

choices (learning paths) of one learner’s choices, and function LENGTH() is used to calculate 

the number of the distinct choices.  

DoP = 𝐿𝐸𝑁𝐺𝑇𝐻(𝑈𝑁𝐼𝑄𝑈𝐸([learner′s choices in different learning scenarios])) 

(13) 

   

Figure 9  Number of learners of different DoP We find that 77% learners’ DoP is 4, and 

17% learners’ DoP is 3. Therefore, we conclude that most of the learners have 

different learning path requirements in different learning scenarios. 

 Verification of  Hypothesis II 

For each kind of recommended learning paths, we count the number of learners who choose it 

in the four learning scenarios. The result is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Learners' requirements of learning paths in the same learning scenario  

As can be seen from Figure 10, in the first learning scenario, most learners chose complete 

learning path, which means that they wanted to learn more KUs that they had not learned. In 

the usual review scenario, the learners preferred an  easy learning path, but the difference 

among the eight learning paths is not obvious. In pre-exam learning scenario, the learners liked 

the critical and the shortest learning paths, namely, they wanted to learn the important KUs or 

just chose the shortest path for learning KUs. In the pre-exam review scenario, the learners 

preferred the critical and more-hotspot learning paths, which is probably because they wanted 

to learn the important or hot KUs. Therefore, it can be concluded that different learners have 

convergent learning path requirements in the same learning scenario.  

Moreover，we perform correlation analysis between learners’ profiles, focusing on gender, 

age and province, and their own learning path preference through the chi-square test. For 

example, in usual review, we perform correlation analysis between gender, path preference, and 

the result of the chi-square test is χ2 = 4.737. For df = 7 and α = 0.05, 𝜒.05
2 = 14.067, so 

obviously learners’ gender and path preference is independent in usual review. Meanwhile, all 

results show that the learners’ profiles are independent of the learner’s path preference. So the 

learners’ profiles have not been considered in the learning path recommendation. 

4.2.3 Evaluation  of learners’ preference to the recommended paths 

By calculating the similarity between the 105 learners’ self-organized learning paths and 

the recommended eight learning paths in four learning scenarios, we found that 87.6 percent of 
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105 learners had given the highest score or the second highest score to the recommended 

learning paths,  also the edit distance between the self-organized learning path and one of the 

recommended learning paths is the smallest. So according to the statistical similarity of the 

learners’ self-organized learning path and the recommended learning path, we proposed the 

learner’s preference index   of the learning paths.   

*
Length of Autonomously Path

Score
EditDistance

 
     (6) 

In formula 6, for one learning scenario, the parameter score is a learner’s subjective score 

to one of the recommended learning paths, Length of Autonomously Path  is the length of 

the learner’s self-organized learning path and EditDistance  is the EditDistance between the 

self-organized learning path and the recommended learning path. 

We calculated each learner’s preference   to the eight recommended learning paths in 

each learning scenarios, and then for a learner in one specific learning scenario, we chose the 

path that had the largest   as his/her prefer learning path. Finally, we got the 105 learners’ 

preference learning path as showed in Table 8. For example, in the first row of Table 8, 53 

learners chose the complete learning path as their preferred e learning paths. 

Table 8 Learners’ preference of the learning path 

 

Complem

-ented 

learning 

path 

the 

shortest 

learning 

path 

shortest 

duration 

learning 

path 

critical 

learning 

path 

easy 

learning 

path 

complete 

learning 

path 

more-

hotspot 

learning 

path 

quick 

learning 

path 

first learn 11 2 5 18 5 53 10 1 

usual 

review 
7 8 6 15 30 14 9 16 

pre-exam 

learn 
10 32 4 29 8 3 15 4 

pre-exam 

review 
5 12 10 34 14 5 18 7 

Similar to the conclusion drawn from Figure 10, we can also see form Table 8 that learners 

have certain preference for all eight recommended learning paths in each learning scenarios. 

Therefore, for a learner in one specific learning scenario, we prefer to recommend one or two 
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appropriate learning paths according to the result of Table 8. 

5 Conclusion 

Facing with different learning scenarios and limited time, e-learners need various learning 

paths to follow, it is necessary to recommend an appropriate learning path to meet their needs 

and improve the learning efficiency of e-learners. This depends on perceiving the dynamic 

changes of the learning scenarios in time and making an accurate analysis of the user's 

fragmentation learning behavior. 

The main contribution of the paper is that we proposed a novel approach to overcome the 

diverse needs of e-learners in different learning scenarios. Based on a knowledge map, the 

recommended learning path is generated by considering the combination of the domain 

knowledge structure and cognitive structure of the learners. Firstly, we present four different 

learning scenarios according to the e-learning process. Secondly, considering e-learner’s 

different path requirements in different learning scenarios, eight kinds of constraint learning 

paths and their corresponding constraint factors are presented based on the characteristics 

analysis of learner and resources. Thirdly, a multi-constraint learning path recommendation 

algorithm based on knowledge map for different learning scenarios is proposed. Finally, the 

experiments verified the statistical similarity of the learners’ self-organized learning path and 

the recommended learning path in the four learning scenarios. We can draw  conclusion that 

the proposed algorithm is effective for e-learners.  

Additionally, there are some limitations that require further improvement. Currently we 

have only considered four basic learning scenarios according to the learning process. In future 

work, scenarios could be divided into fine-grained scene according to user’s demands. 

Furthermore, we will optimize the multi-constraint learning path recommendation model on  

basis of the learner’s feedback, and then provide more personalized and more accurate learning 

paths for e-learners.  
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Appendix A 

Relevant properties of knowledge unit of the course Assembly language: 

No. KU Learning dependency 

Duration 

(second) 

Attention 

degree 

Learning 

centrality 

#1 Programming language #2, #14 1825 2.0771 3.6651 

#2 Assembly language #3 924 1.8661 3.0211 

#3 Arrangement of Assembly language #4 1267 1.7172 2.9878 
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#4 Preliminary knowledge and binary 
#5, #10, #11, #17, 

#19, #21,#26, #29 
1677 0.6489 4.1352 

#5 Binary operation #6 603 1.0963 2.2457 

#6 Presentation of number #7 3690 0.4660 1.4369 

#7 Presentation of character #8 895 1.8010 3.1214 

#8  Computer system composition #9, #11, #12 997 1.7119 2.9754 

#9 CPU #10, #16 1298 1.1591 3.4665 

#10 Register 

#13, #14, #15, #16, 

#17, #26, 

#27, #29, #49, #51, 

#52 

1674 0.9719 4.6880 

#11 Memory 
#13, #14, #15, #18, 

#19, #20, #21 
1317 0.7323 1.4234 

#12 External device #13, #14, #23, #49 542 1.7928 2.0871 

#13 The use of the Debug #14 660 1.9926 1.0284 

#14 Instruction sets and addressing modes #15, #21 619 2.0063 1.5728 

#15 Immediate addressing #16 719 1.3100 1.6554 

#16 Register addressing #18, #29 262 1.9103 1.7865 

#17 Effective address #18, #21, #55, #56 915 1.4320 2.7512 

#18 Memory operand addressing mode 1 #19 2582 0.8207 1.6547 

#19 Memory operand addressing mode 2 #20 1040 1.7901 1.9008 

#20  Instruction jump addressing #29 2095 0.5937 1.7327 

#21 Data transfer instructions #22, #24 1802 0.6120 2.0283 

#22 Stack and instructions #23, #40 1251 0.7913 2.4341 

#23 I/O instructions #29, #50 1382 1.0757 2.6987 

#24 Arithmetic instructions #25 3380 0.4953 1.2748 

#25 Logic instructions #26 1657 0.4352 1.7667 
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#26 String processing instructions #27 1944 0.5878 1.9750 

#27 Control transfer instructons #28, #34, #38 2698 0.8006 1.4728 

#28 Processor control instructions #29 415 1.1901 2.0867 

#29 Pseudo operation 1 #30 2038 1.6835 2.4335 

#30 Pseudo operation 2 #31 1593 0.8922 1.8976 

#31 Assembly language program format #32 2413 0.8644 2.0571 

#32 Assembly language processing #33 692 1.6601 1.7657 

#33 Debugging method of debug #34, #38 844 1.4705 1.0972 

#34 Structure of cycle program #35 957 0.9037 2.5348 

#35 Cycle programming method 1 #36 90 1.4771 1.4332 

#36 Cycle programming method 2 #37 2789 0.5258 1.6754 

#37 Multi-cycle programming #40 1969 0.7383 1.1857 

#38 Branch programming #39 3326 0.3093 2.0896 

#39 Method of skip list #40 893 1.3009 2.3514 

#40 Subprogram and stack #41, #42, #45 1892 0.7162 1.6809 

#41 Subprogram definition method #42 2026 0.4988 1.8245 

#42 Parameter passing #43 2602 0.3912 2.5612 

#43 
Structure definition and enhanced 

process definition 
#44 638 1.6736 1.1380 

#44 Nested and recursive subprogram #45, #47, #48 1774 0.7469 1.7347 

#45 Macro Assembly 1 #46 1569 0.9191 2.0965 

#46 Macro Assembly 2 #49 1720 0.7016 3.0992 

#47 Conditional assembly #49 3326 0.2453 2.8774 

#48 Advanced language structure #49 1033 1.0523 1.0651 

#49 Data transfer of I/O devices #50, #51 595 1.8034 1.6785 

#50 I/O polling   #53 1297 0.9542 1.9227 
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#51 I/O interrupt #52, #53, #54 1949 0.6664 2.0475 

#52 Interrupt handlers #53 1852 0.7927 3.1742 

#53 Keyboard I/O #54 2538 1.4742 2.7865 

#54 Display I/O #55 2370 0.6342 1.6799 

#55 Assembler #56 882 1.5307 1.0428 

#56 Linker #57 1097 1.0023 1.1327 

#57 Assembly and C mixed programming  1698 0.9204 4.3257 

Appendix B  

The Edit Distance algorithm:  
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Input: learning path 1 2,P P , their path length len1, len2 

Output: edit distance between the two paths EditDistance 

1：e[][] = newint[len1+1][len2+1];             {build matrix of edit distance} 

2：for i=0 tolen1 do 

3：e[i][0] =i;                  {initialize first column of the matrix} 

4：end for 

5：for j=0 tolen2do 

6： [0][ ]e j = j;                  { initialize t first row of the matrix } 

7： end for  

8：for i=1 tolen1do 

9：for j=1 tolen2do 

10：cost = 1[ 1]P i   == 2[ 1]P j   ? 0 : 1;     {judge whether 1[ 1]P i   and 2[ 1]P j  is the same} 

    11：deletion = [ 1][ ]e i j + 1;{calculate edit distance of deletion operation between 1[ ]P i and 2[ ]P j } 

12： insertion = [ ][ 1]e i j  + 1;{calculate edit distance of insertion operation between 1[ ]P i  and 

2[ ]P j } 

13：substitution = [ 1][ 1]e i j  + cost;    {calculate edit distance of substitution operation between 

1[ ]P i and 2[ ]P j } 

    14： [ ][ ]d i j = min(deletion, insertion, substitution);   {select shortest edit distance between 1[ ]P i  and 

2[ ]P j } 

15：end for 

16：end for 

17：EditDistance = 1 2[ ][ ]e len len ;                 {get the edit distance between the two paths} 

18：return EditDistance; 

 


